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Abstract

Introduction: Terahertz (THz) waves with frequencies in the
range of 0.1 to 10 THz are electromagnetic radiation with
growing applications in various fields of science and
technology. Attractive features of this radiation have brought
out many novel possibilities for medical diagnostics and
treatments with considerable advantages compared to other
conventional methods.

Methods: In this paper, we present a review of more recent
reports on practical applications of THz radiation for
diagnostic, biosensing and clinical treatments. The review
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includes the diagnosis of breast, skin, mouth, cervical, lungs,
small intestine, prostate, colon, and stomach cancers, the
evaluation of biomolecules, the detection of genetic
mutations, the determination of burn depth, the diagnosis of
tooth decay, diabetes, and emotional-psychological states,
the evaluation of corneal water to diagnose visual diseases,
and wound healing monitoring. Further, it embraces the use
of THz therapy in reducing the size of the tumor, treating
skin cancer, and healing burn wounds, cardiovascular
disease, corneal epithelium, angina, and THz heating.

Results: This review has emphasized the capabilities of THz
waves as a novel tool for future clinical diagnostics and
treatments.

Conclusion: The paper provides a comprehensive
understanding of the feasible potential application of THz
waves for clinical purposes and its advantages in
comparison with other conventional tools.

Keywords: THz radiation, Clinical applications, Diagnostics,
Treatment

Introduction

Terahertz (THz) radiation with frequencies of 0.1 to 10 THz
(Figure 1) and unique spectral properties have provided
diverse applications in various fields. Among those with
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many new interesting capabilities are specifical medical
diagnosis and treatment. Some of the special features of
THz radiation that make it a highly potent tool for medical
applications could be summarized in Figure 2.

Figure 1

The Spectrum of THz Radiation. 1,2

Figure 2

Special Features of THz Radiation.

The first attention to THz for medical applications can be
attributed to the activities proposed for wet tissue imaging in
1995,3which initially confirmed the effectiveness of this
radiation in diagnostics of the biological tissues. This initial
success was mainly related to the safe energy of THz
photons (~ meV) compared to that of X-rays (~ KeV).4

Therefore, unlike X-rays, it does not ionize biological
molecules and thus does not cause any damage that leads
to the breakdown of human keratinocytes.5 Moreover, the
vibrational, rotational, and oscillating motions of
biomolecules, as well as hydrogen bonds, which are found in
abundance in water-based biological samples are well
spaced at THz frequencies. Furthermore, THz propagation
through the biological tissues would be accompanied by
much less scattering loss because of its much longer
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wavelength compared to those of visible or infrared
radiation. Based on this fact, a much relatively higher signal-
to-noise ratio in THz technology is observed due to the
effective elimination of background noise.6 In addition, the
relatively high-frequency bandwidth of THz radiation can be
useful in spectroscopic research to explore the interactions
of molecular interstices between biological molecules like
DNA and proteins.7-9 The high sensitivity of THz radiation to
water causes the THz technology to shine very well in the
study of the evolution of water molecules,10-13 various
aqueous biomolecules,8-15 and aqueous damaged tissues,
particularly various tumors.13-19 It should be noted that THz
radiation is strongly absorbed by water molecules, so it
cannot penetrate much into wet biological tissues; for
example, this radiation can only be a few micrometers in the
skin. There exist some techniques, explained in detail with
examples, to get rid of this limitation, including tissue
freezing or using gel.20

One of the most promising applications of THz technology is
in the field of cancer imaging. Because, in most types of
cancer, malignant growth begins on the soft tissue surfaces
of the body, these types of tissues are the most ideal type of
tissue for surface imaging using THz radiation.18 It has been
observed that most of the vibrational properties of
cancerous tissue molecules are involved in 1.65 THz. This is
due to methylated DNA and may be recognized as a



biomarker of cancer in the world.21 Numerous studies show
that the demyelination of high-risk DNAs can cause
programmed cell death and reduce tumor size.
Demethylation using vibrational absorption of high THz
radiation can also cause the same problem and increase the
therapeutic effects of cancer. In this review article, we review
the current achievements and advancing performance of
THz technology in medical sciences, including THz imaging
(THI) and THz spectroscopy (THS) for diagnosis and
treatment.

THz radiation can be utilized in spectroscopy and imaging in
both transmission and reflection configurations. In THz
reflectance imaging, depth information is obtained using the
duration and amplitude, time and frequency of the detected
reflected wave to determine the absorption, reflectance,
scattering, and phase shift by different types of tissues
(normal tissues and tumors).22,23 The contrast between
different tissues is obtained according to different levels of
water absorption, protein density, and cell structure. The
penetration of these waves into tissues, depending on the
amount of fat and water content, can vary in the range of a
few microns to a few centimeters due to the absorption by
polar molecules.24 Similar to other techniques, THI also
needs to be completed with other existing methods.

THz Diagnosis of Diseases



Cancers Detection

THz diagnostic technology provides necessary safety for the
patient and the operator. Since a distinct feature of
malignant tissue is the normal amount of intracellular water,
it could differentiate between normal and cancerous tissues
in a THz image. Compared to X-rays, this radiation can make
a marked contrast in soft and superficial tissues and detect
non-calcified tumors. The ability to use THz probes in the
operating room to accurately determine the margin of the
tumor eliminates the need for further surgery. In this section,
we examine the diagnosis of cancers of the breast, skin,
mouth, colon, and stomach using THz radiation.

Breast Cancer

Statistics show that breast cancer is the second most
common cancer in women and the third deadliest cancer
after lung and colon.25 While every effort is made not to
remove healthy tissue with a margin of healthy,26 a
secondary operation must be performed to remove the
remnants of cancerous tissue to ensure complete safety.
Currently, methods used to determine the extent of tumor
resection have inherent limitations.27-29 However, THI offers
a promising solution to identify the extent of tumor resection
and metastatic SNLs during surgery and reduce the number
of reoperations. Fitzgerald was the first researcher who



detected breast tumors by THI and determined the exact
location and shape of the tumor by imaging terahertz and
showed that THI could distinguish healthy and cancerous
breast tissues.30,31 He has shown that healthy tissue has a
positive polarity amplitude function with a larger amplitude,
Emax, while a tumor has a negative polarity amplitude large
amplitude, Emin. chart.30

THz images are evaluated by comparing the size and shape
of the area with a difference from the tumor obtained in
histological tests of the same area. The tissue properties in
the THz region are also used to simulate the expected
impact response function in the breast tissue image in
reflection mode. The results show that both THS and THI
can act to differentiate between healthy adipose tissue,
healthy breast fibrosis, and breast cancer based on
fundamental differences in their optical.31 This imaging
technique can help surgeons knowing the boundaries of the
cancerous tissue perform breast protection surgery better.

The difference in the reflection images of breast tissue is
due to the increase in the difference between the complex
refractive index of cancerous and healthy tissues. Compared
to MRI and X-ray mammograms, THz radiation provides the
most accurate information about the boundary between
malignant and healthy tissues.30-36

Skin Cancer



For skin cancer, it is also important to draw the line between
malignant and healthy tissues for appropriate incision in
surgery and treatment. However, it is difficult to determine
this boundary under the skin by visual or THz and non-
terahertz imaging methods, as these methods can hardly
provide information up to a depth of more than a few
millimeters below the surface. Surface imaging of samples
with low water content, such as skin examination,37 is
another application of THz imaging. Due to the low
penetration depth of the THz beam into biological tissues,
skin examination is a suitable application for THz imaging.
The thickness change of the first layer of skin, the corneum
layer, is evident in the image created by using THz radiation.

Oral Cancer

The oral area includes many organs such as the oral cavity,
tongue, teeth, and so on. Therefore, a surgeon needs an
accurate map with accurate information about the patient’s
mouth to perform cancer surgery. These are provided in a
compact THz endoscope. Because of the water content of
oral tissue in healthy skin, it will be difficult to diagnose oral
cancer. The freezing method miraculously eliminates the
absorption effects of water in the THz region and allows us
to distinguish between the cellular structure of malignant
and healthy oral tissues.



Brain Cancer

The brain is a very high-lipid organ, and the amount of lipid
causes high contrast in THI. Cancerous tumors have higher
protein and lower lipid levels than healthy tissue, and the
protein is highly absorbed in the THz spectral region.
Although MR, computed tomography, and fluorescence
imaging are also used to identify the boundary between
healthy and malignant tissues, this border is not significantly
detectable in some brain cancers, such as glioma, during
surgery. By performing THI in-vivo, it was observed that the
tumor border was clearly defined.38 Therefore,
neurosurgeons can use THI in surgery to have a high
contrast image. THS can also accurately diagnose brain
tissue fat deficiency.39

Lungs and Small Intestine Cancer

The potential of THS to detect cancerous tissue of the lung
and small intestine in the frequency range of 60 GHz-2 THz
using the reflectance time-domain spectroscopy was
investigated.40 Although formalin fixed paraffin embedded
(FFPE) samples were effluent in this experiment, the
absorption coefficient still played the largest role in creating
contrast in the obtained images. This can be due to the
differences in morphology, which leads to different amounts
of water remaining in the effluent samples. As a result, it is



possible to detect diseased tissue of the large intestine or
lung even in its original place (in-situ) or in the fresh state,
based on the total difference in morphology and volume of
water in the sample.

Diagnosis of Prostate Cancer

Using THI, four incomplete cancers (paraffin-embedded)
were examined and data on prostate tumor absorption and
failure coefficient, healthy prostate tissue, and soft muscle
tissue were compared.41 With the help of THz signal
intensity distribution, the reflection of the surface and the
absorption coefficient has been tried to distinguish the
boundaries between different textures with the help of the
THI system. The locations of the three sections identified in
the THz image were compared with data from histological
examinations. In THz images, the diseased area had a
prominent color and was well distinguishable from the
surrounding areas.

Gastrointestinal Cancer

By studying THz reflection of healthy specimens and
malignant gastric and intestinal tumors during surgery, due
to their different absorption rates, malignant tumors can be
detected by THS by studying the changes in THz radiation
parameters. Different types of healthy and cancerous tissues



including a combination of normal and cancerous tissues,
have been investigated by THz time-domain spectroscopy in
reflection mode.42Table 1 summarized THz cancer detection
methods, their advantages and applications.

Table 1

THz Detection Methods, Advantages and Applications

Cancer Type Method Advantage Application

Skin

In vivo THz
imaging

Clear
distribution

Cancer
detection
within organs
Malignant
tissue
removal

Ex vivo THz
imaging

Oral

Terahertz
imaging
(tissue
freezing)

THz absorption
effect is
eliminated by
freezing

Distinguishing
malignant and
healthy
cellular
structures

Brain

Terahertz
imaging
(brain tumor
modelling)

Accurate
determination of
tumor margin
Clear
determination of
tumor area
without the need
for wet
fluorescence
High contrast
image

Glioma tumor
detection
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In vivo THz
Imaging

Definite tumor
border detection

Terahertz
spectroscopy

Accurate
diagnostic

Diagnosis of
brain fat
deficiency

Lungs and
Small Intestine

Terahertz
Spectroscopy
Imaging
(reflective)

Clear difference
in morphology,
density,
electrical
properties
Recognizable
morphological
details
Agreement with
histopathological
results
In situ detection

Diseased
tissue
detection (in
situ or after
removal)

Prostate

Terahertz
time-
dependent
spectroscopy,
imaging
techniques,
computer
classification

The prominent
color of the
tumor makes it
distinguishable
with a prediction
accuracy of
92.22%.

Classify and
diagnose
cancer
specimens in
paraffin

Colon

Terahertz
imaging (by
an
endoscopic)

Convenient
endoscopic
system 
Computerized
endoscopic
system
Does not require
different
operators

Imaging live
cancer cells



Study of Proteins (Biomolecules)

Proteins have a special place among biomolecules. At higher
THz frequencies, vibrational, bulk dielectric relaxation and
phonon modes48,49 are commensurate with the structural
movements of the tertiary protein. It is very difficult to study
these modes using other technologies.50 However, THS is
able to distinguish isomers, polymorphs and hydrated RNA
strands. In the protein-water system, near the surface of the
protein, not only hydrogen bonds of water molecules but
also electrostatic forces dependent on water molecules due
to the presence of large electrical dipoles of water are
observed. If an external electric field is applied to such a

Preparations can
be done by an
inexpert person
More
economical

Cervical
Terahertz
single
measurement

Absorption is
proportional to
density

Identifying
live cervical
cancer cells

Gastrointestinal
Terahertz
time-domain
spectroscopy

Tissue detection
by absorption
rate
Refractive index
and dielectric
permittivity can
help in diagnosis

Malignant
tumor
detection



system, it can cause the electric dipoles of water to align
with the applied field, so by measuring the dielectric
spectrum, the interaction between proteins and solvent
molecules can be measured.51,52

Detection of Genetic Mutations

Due to the change caused by the gene mutation, the
rotational, vibrational energy levels and the position of the
molecule would change and cause a pronounced shift in the
observed THz absorption peak. Moreover, due to the
difference in the dielectric constant of the mutated genes,
different redshifts in the resonant wavelength for molecules
with different mutations could be observed.

Corneal Water in Visual Diseases

The balance of water in the cornea is an important
parameter and its change plays a role in causing eye
diseases. The relationship between corneal pathology
changes due to B-band ultraviolet (UVB) radiation and
parameters derived from the THz reflection coefficient of
rabbit cornea has been investigated.53 In an in vivo test, the
amount of water in the cornea was measured simultaneously
with the RC reflection coefficient. In general, corneal
hydration can be determined with the help of the THz
reflection coefficient, which can be effective in eye



pathology.

Depth of the Burn

THz can penetrate to a depth of hundreds of micrometers
into the skin, and since the injuries are superficial burns, it
can be used to diagnose the extent of the burn injury.20,54

The difference in waveform and optical parameters in burnt
and healthy tissues allows THI to detect the area and depth
of the burn. This potential first occurred on chicken skin.55

Tooth Decay

Examination of dental caries does not require high
penetration depth radiation; therefore, THI can be used to
diagnose dental caries.56 A change in the THz pulse
reflecting from a decayed tooth can clearly indicate the
presence and extent of tooth decay. This imaging would be
able to extract a slight change in the refractive index,
meaning less damage (less visible to the naked eye).51

In this regard, another study showed that the enamel
mineralization that changes the refractive index can be
detected using THz radiation.57,58 The obtained high-
resolution image accurately showed the extent and location
of the decay.

Wound Healing Monitoring



The study of tissue hydration and wound healing were the
first medical applications of the THz wave.7,59 Structural
changes in the wound can be detected during the healing
process. Even lesions that are not detectable by visible light
can be imaged with high contrast using THI. The final images
were obtained using the difference between the absorption
coefficient and the reflection coefficient of the damaged
tissue, the extent of the damage, and the healthy tissue.59

Diagnosis of Diabetes

With the help of high-resolution gas spectroscopy, the
contents of the gas metabolite of biological samples can be
identified. THz high-resolution spectroscopy can identify the
contents of gaseous products resulting from the thermal
decomposition of dried blood plasma (human and rat) and
diabetic and non-diabetic kidney tissue (rat). Blood and
kidney samples are placed inside the PET and heated, and
the rotational absorption spectrum of their vapors was
measured in the frequency range of 118-178 GHz. It has
been observed that the gaseous contents of vapors from
diabetic and non-diabetic samples are different, although
the main difference was the presence of acetone 5 in
diabetic plasma and kidney samples.60 In another study, a
new THz pulse time-domain holography method for the
diagnosis of diabetes mellitus, in which a blood plasma
sample of type 2 (male) diabetes was lyophilized and stored



in a pet, was proposed. Plasma properties are extracted in
reflection and then they are used in numerical simulation of
pulse THz hologram production and its optical properties are
extracted.61

Terahertz Therapy

THz radiation is also used in the treatment of diseases
including various cancers. One of the biggest challenges in
cancer medicine is targeting malignant cells while at the
same time targeting healthy cells. The higher water content
of cancer cells than healthy cells and the high absorption of
THz by water molecules have made it possible to treat them
with THz rays in addition to detecting cancer cells.

The molecular spectrum of molecules involved in cell
metabolism, such as NO, CO, O2, CO2, OH, and so on falls in
the THz frequency range.62 Nitrous oxide is not only a
general regulator of metabolic and physiological processes
in the intercellular space and living organisms but also a
molecular signal in all human and animal organs and tissues
in intercellular interaction.57 Accordingly, many therapies are
performed using THz based on NO control within the tissue.
In Table 2, some of the THz applications in cancer and
benign treatment as well as non-cancerous diseases are
summarized.

Table 2
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THz Treatment Applications

Therapy
Field

Treatment
Method Advantages References

Decreasing
tumor size

THz
irradiation

It affects
refractory
tumors activity.

It causes a
significant
reduction after
3 days of
radiation.

While it acts
almost as
effectively as X-
Ray, it destroys
selectively

63

Treating skin
cancer

Intense THz
pulse
radiation

It affects the
number of EDC
genes.

It treats and
controls non-
melanoma
cancer cells.

64

Terahertz
therapy

NO excitation in
THz frequency
range

Higher burn
injury healing



Healing burn
injuries

endogenous
and
exogenous
NO inhibition

quality

Exact healing of
a wound

Intact healthy
tissues

65

Treating
cardiovascular
patients

NO-terahertz
therapy

It eliminates
negative
reactions after
drug therapy,
for angina
pectoris
patients.

It increases
blood clotting
activity.

It improves the
health condition
of myocardial
ischemia
patients.

62

Improving
Corneal
epithelium of
the eye

Terahertz
imaging and
spectroscopy

It improves
corneal
epithelialization.

Tolerable.

Non-toxic

Non-allergenic

Non-harmful

63,66



Treatment of Angina

In one study, different age groups with angina were treated
with NO-terahertz therapy and their response to treatment
was examined. In general, NO-terahertz therapy has been
observed to have a positive effect on treatment and blood
clotting parameters in patients with angina.62 NO-terahertz
therapy helps treat the patient by activating the
anticoagulant potential of the blood in cases of clogged
arteries.

Terahertz Heating

Terahertz radiation can produce thermal effects and raise
the temperature.67,68 THz radiation with higher power and
longer duration can provide the first thermal effects to affect
the cells of the animal, and then it is possible to destroy
cancer cells by using the thermal effects of THz radiation.69

Wound Healing

Injury responds to femtosecond THz radiation in expressing
its mRNA profile. Analysis of the simple genome profile in
skin lesions irradiated with THz pulses shows that the
response of the injury to radiation is an increase in



transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β). By injecting
injured femoral THz onto the skin of mice, there is a delay in
healing due to the upregulation of TGF-β near the skin
surface. In other words, femoral THz radiation, by increasing
the activity of TGF-β in the target genes, initiates a quasi-
injury signal in the skin that disrupts the healing process of
the injury. The number of TGF-β-dependent genes, such as
Bmp2, Cd44, Thbs1, and Serpine1, will also change
specifically due to THz radiation.68

Conclusion

In this paper, we reviewed various works presented so far on
the clinical application of THz radiation for diagnostics and
treatments of various biological tissues. We tried to focus on
the most recent practical reports by considering coverage
on all various parts of the human body. The paper provided a
comprehensive understanding of the feasible potential and
advantages of THz waves for clinical purposes in
comparison with other conventional radiation sources.
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